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Technologies to Increase PV Hosting Capacity in 
Distribution Feeders 

Fei Ding, Member, IEEE, Barry Mather, Senior Member, IEEE and Peter Gotseff, Member, IEEE 

Abstract—This paper studies the distributed photovoltaic (PV) 
hosting capacity in distribution feeders by using the stochastic 
analysis approach. Multiple scenario simulations are conducted 
to analyze several factors that affect PV hosting capacity, 
including the existence of voltage regulator, PV location, the 
power factor of PV inverter and Volt/VAR control. Based on the 
conclusions obtained from simulation results, three approaches 
are then proposed to increase distributed PV hosting capacity, 
which can be formulated as the optimization problem to obtain 
the optimal solution. All technologies investigated in this paper 
utilize only existing assets in the feeder and therefore are 
implementable for a low cost. Additionally, the tool developed for 
these studies is described. 

Index Terms — photovoltaic (PV), hosting capacity, voltage 
improvement, distribution system, smart inverter, volt/var 
control, feeder reconfiguration.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

ARIOUS incentive mechanisms have stimulated the 
installation of solar PVs for both commercial and 

residential applications. Hosting capacity is defined as the 
total PV capacity that can be accommodated on a given feeder 
without adversely impacting voltage, protection and power 
quality and with no feeder upgrades or modifications. 
Understanding the hosting capacity of a feeder can help 
utilities to make timely decisions for PV interconnection 
requests and ensure that distribution grids continue to operate 
reliably. While both utility-scale and small-scale PV systems 
are prevalent the analysis presented in this paper only studies 
the hosting capacity for distributed small-scale PV systems.  

Most utilities accept a 15% PV penetration threshold [1] 
that is defined as the ratio of PV capacity on a line section to 
peak load, assuming no other distributed generation. However, 
this criterion does not take into account PV locational impact 
or individual feeder characteristics. This paper investigates the 
sensitivity of PV hosting capacity with respect to feeder 
characteristics, PV locations, PV inverter power factors and 
volt/var control. Although multiple criteria including voltage, 
current, power quality and protection should be considered to 
evaluate the PV hosting capacity, the most significant criterion 
that must be first considered is voltage. Thus, voltage limits 
including overvoltage, voltage unbalance and voltage 
deviation are considered as the evaluation criterion to define 
the allowed maximum PV capacity in this paper. Based on the 
results of multiple-scenario simulations, three approaches are 
then proposed to maximize PV hosting capacity using 
optimization, which include feeder reconfiguration, optimal 
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PV inverter power factor setting and volt/var optimization. All 
studies are accomplished using the simulation tool described 
in this paper which was developed by the authors. 

II. FEEDER CHARACTERISTICS AND DISTRIBUTED PV 
HOSTING CAPACITY 

A. Feeder Characteristics 
Fifteen feeders from four different utilities are used to study 

the PV hosting capacity. Fig. 1 shows some key characteristics 
of these fifteen test feeders, including voltage class, maximum 
load power, total number of customers, feeder length, 
maximum impedance magnitude for all primary buses, 
weighted average magnitude for all primary buses, maximum 
load, total number of capacitors, total capacitor kvar and total 
number of line voltage regulators.  

Feeder-1 is 4 kV and feeder-6 is 16 kV, and all other 
feeders are 12 kV. Feeder-4 has the most customers, but 
feeder-12 has the highest load power among fifteen test 
feeders. Feeders 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 are all less than 5 km and 
feeder-7 is around 13 km. Feeders 3 and 6 have very low 
impedances, which are lower than 3Ω, and feeder 13 has the 
highest primary impedance, 17.8Ω. All feeders are equipped 
with capacitors and feeder-12 has the largest kVAR support 
from the capacitors. Line voltage regulators only exist in 
feeders 4, 7, 12, 13, 14 and 15.  

B. PV Hosting Capacity 
PV hosting capacity is the total PV power that can be 
accommodated on a given feeder without any adverse impacts. 
This paper uses a stochastic analysis approach that was 
described in [2]. The stochastic nature of the analysis takes 
into account the uncertainty in the size and location of 
potentially installed PV systems by generating PV deployment 
scenarios randomly. Fig. 2 describes the Monte Carlo 
procedure to generate PV deployments. PV locations are 
selected randomly from all customers, and each PV location is 
assigned one aggregate PV unit. Residential or commercial PV 
types are determined by the classification of customer load. 
This paper studies the hosting capacity of distributed small-
scale rooftop PVs, and the probability density functions of 
both residential and commercial PV power are acquired from 
the California Solar Initiative’s PV statistics data. These 
distributions are then sampled to determine the size of each 
PV unit. The procedure is repeated to increase PV customer 
penetration (the ratio between total PVs and total customers) 
by a fixed step (e.g. 2%) until 100% PV customer penetration 
achieved. 

V 
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Fig. 1. Key characteristics of fifteen test feeders. 

 
Fig. 2. The procedure of generating PV deployments into the test feeder. 

At each deployment step, system voltages are evaluated to 
check whether violations have occurred. Table I shows the 
voltage limits including overvoltage based on ANSI C84.1 
standard [3]. The voltage deviation limit is included for the 
concern about voltage flicker and interaction with cap banks, 
line regulators, etc. [2]. Through the examination of voltage 
metrics for a large quantity of scenarios, feeder impact is used 
to determine the total amount of PV power that is likely to 
cause an adverse impact on the feeder. This amount of PV 
power is considered as the hosting capacity. 

TABLE I 
VOLTAGE LIMITS FOR EVALUATING PV HOSTING CAPACITY 

Criterion Description Threshold 
Overvoltage Voltage magnitude. 1.05 pu 

Voltage 
Deviation 

Deviation in voltage from no PV 
case. 

0.03 pu at primary 
0.05 pu at secondary 

For each feeder, 50 different scenarios of PV deployments 
are studied, and each scenario also has fifty different cases 
spreading from 2% customer penetration to 100% customer 
penetration. Two loading scenarios including daytime (10 am -

2 pm) peak load and daytime off-peak load are both studied, 
and the smaller value between the hosting capacities obtained 
for two loading scenarios is used as the final hosting capacity. 
Thus, a total of 5000 PV scenarios with various PV 
penetrations are studied to obtain the hosting capacity. Fig. 3 
shows the hosting capacity results for fifteen feeders, given in 
percentage of peak load. 

Each graph has four or five bars including primary voltage 
deviation (PriVdev), primary overvoltage (PriOV), capacitor 
overvoltage (CapOV), capacitor voltage deviation (CapVdev) 
and regulator voltage deviation (RegVdev). If the feeder 
doesn’t have voltage regulator, the fifth bar, RegVdev, is not 
plotted. There are three regions marked with different colors: 
the light yellow region means no violation happens; the orange 
region means that some PV deployment scenarios cause 
adverse impact on system voltage; and the red region means 
that all PV deployment scenarios cause violations on system 
voltage. It is therefore the boundary between the first two 
regions is the maximum PV power that the feeder can host 
without causing any adverse impact on the defined voltage 
metrics. The minimum value among all four (five if the 
voltage regulator exists) bars is just the PV hosting capacity of 
the feeder without further consideration. 

 
Fig. 3. Hosting capacity results of fifteen test feeders. 

 
Fig. 4. PV hosting capacity results of fifteen test feeders. 

Fig. 4 summarizes the final PV hosting capacities of fifteen 
feeders. Feeders 4, 7, 12, 13, 14 and 15 have much lower 
hosting capacities compared with all others. These six feeders 
are the only ones that have voltage regulators among fifteen 
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feeders, so it is indicated that the feeder with voltage regulator 
has low capability to host PVs. In fact, Fig. 1 has shown that 
these six feeders are generally long and of high impedance, 
which makes the adverse voltage impacts more likely. 

The hosting capacities of fifteen test feeders differ 
considerably, ranging from 1% to over 60% of peak load. This 
indicates that certain feeder characteristics might heavily 
influence PV hosting capacity. Fig. 5 plots the correlation 
between some feeder characteristics and PV hosting capacity, 
and the black line is the 2-order polynomial-fitting curve 
obtained from the scatter points. Fifteen dots with different 
colors represent the results for fifteen test feeders. 

 
Fig. 5. PV hosting capacity v.s. feeder characteristics. 

It is difficult to conclude a direct correlation between PV 
hosting capacities with a single feeder characteristic because 
the determined hosting capacity is result of multiple factors. In 
general, a feeder with higher voltage class, more loads and 
larger impedance is more likely to host more PVs. Among all 
six feeder characteristics, the primary impedance has the most 
correlation with the hosting capacity and the fitting curve 
better matches the collected data. 

III. INVESTIGATION ON THE FACTORS AFFECTING PV 
HOSTING CAPACITY 

A. PV Locations 
The hosting capacity solved using the stochastic analysis is 

based on the assumption that all customers in the feeder are 
considered as candidate PV locations. However, specific PV 
locations could strongly affect the total amount of PV power 
that is allowed to penetrate into the feeder. A locational 
sensitivity study was conducted in [4] and the PV hosting 
capacity was evaluated by selecting PV customers based on 
the primary impedance, distance from the substation and phase 
connection. It was proved that the PV hosting capacity is 
highly location sensitive. This paper studies the PV hosting 
capacities of fifteen test feeders by restricting the candidate 
PV customers within 50% of maximum primary impedance 
and feeder length, respectively. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the 
results of this screening technique. 

Compared with the initial hosting capacity results given in 
Fig. 2, the hosting capacities of feeders 1, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15 
all get increased after restricting PV locations. Respectively 
for restricting PV locations within 50% of feeder length and 
maximum primary impedance, the hosting capacity of feeder-
1 is increased from 19% of peak load to 33.5% and 33.3%; 
feeder-9 is increased from 27.2% to 30.2% and 34.1%; feeder-
10 is increased from 32.2% to 71.8% and 71.8%. The hosting 
capacities of feeders 4 and 15 are both slightly increased. The 

hosting capacities of feeders 11 and 13 are reduced for 
distance restriction but increased for impedance restriction. 

 
Fig. 6. Hosting capacity results of fifteen test feeders after restricting all PV 
locations within 50% of feeder length. 

 
Fig. 7. Hosting capacity results of fifteen test feeders after restricting all PV 
locations within 50% of maximum primary impedance. 

The hosting capacities of feeders 5 and 7 get reduced: 
feeder-5 is reduced from 23.22% to 13.8% and 20.8%, and 
feeder-7 is reduced from 3.84% to 1.30% and 3.83%. 

The hosting capacities of feeders 12 and 14 do not change. 
The hosting capacities of feeders 2, 3, 6 and 8 are also the 
same as the initial values, and these four feeders have no 
adverse impact even at the 100% PV customer penetration all 
the time, so no conclusion can be drawn from these feeders. 
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In summary, PV hosting capacities of most test feeders can 
be increased after restricting PV locations closer to the 
substation. And, restricting PV locations based on the primary 
impedance has better performance than restricting PV 
locations based on the feeder length. 

B. PV Power Factors 
(1) Unified Constant Power Factor 

The initial study is conducted by assuming the unity power 
factor for all PV inverters. However, the reactive power plays 
an important role in supporting voltages, and the hosting 
capacity might be affected by changing the power factor of PV 
inverter. Thus, three different power factors, including 0.98, 
0.95 and 0.9 leading, are assigned to all PV inverters, 
respectively, and the corresponding PV hosting capacity 
results are compared in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8. PV hosting capacity results of fifteen test feeders after assigning three 
different power factors for all PV inverters. 

The hosting capacities of feeders 1, 7, 8, 9, 11 are 
decreasing gradually with the leading power factors reduced. 
The hosting capacity of feeder 5 is highest under unity power 
factor but lowest under 0.95 power factor. The hosting 
capacity of feeder 10 can be increased if the power factor is 
changed to 0.98 or 0.95. Thus, it is concluded that PV hosting 
capacity is greatly affected by the power factor. However, the 
smaller leading power factor will cause more reactive power 
generating from PV inverters into the feeder, the hosting 
capacity is not necessarily decreasing. This paper only studies 
the constant leading power factor, and the impact of constant 
lagging power factor will be included in the future. 
(2) Volt/VAR Control 

Different from the unified constant power factor, volt/var 
control can automatically adjust the reactive power output 
from PV inverters based on the voltage. Fig. 9 shows the 
typical curve to achieve volt/var control functionality. The 
control input is the voltage at the inverter terminal bus, Vinv. If 
Vinv ≤  V1, the inverter will operate in capacitive mode by 
generating reactive power Q1. If V1< Vinv ≤ V2, the reactive 
power generated from the inverter is computed from the 
interpolation between (V1,Q1) and (V2,Q2). If V2< Vinv ≤ 
V3, the reactive power output is zero, and this range is 
referred as the deadband. When Vinv >V3 the inverter will 
change to the inductive mode by consuming the reactive 
power following the curve between (V3,Q3) and (V4,Q4). 

 
Fig. 9. Typical curve to achieve Volt/VAR control function. 

The following setting points are used in the study, as 

�
(𝑉𝑉1,𝑉𝑉2,𝑉𝑉3,𝑉𝑉4) = (0.95𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝, 1𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝, 1𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝, 1.05𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) 

(𝑄𝑄1,𝑄𝑄2,𝑄𝑄3,𝑄𝑄4) = (100%, 0%, 0%, 100%)  (1) 

The available reactive power Qavailable is determined by  

𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = �𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟2 − 𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 (2) 

The hosting capacities of fifteen test feeders are shown with 
the volt/var functionality enabled in Fig. 10. Except feeders 2, 
3, 6, 8 whose hosting capacities do not change, the hosting 
capacities for both primary overvoltage and capacitor bus 
overvoltage in all other feeders are increased greatly compared 
with the initial values. Thus, this indicates that volt/var control 
is quite effective at relieving the overvoltage problems caused 
by PV real power injection. Taking feeder-11 as an example, 
Fig. 11 shows the reactive power output from PV systems at 
the 100% customer penetration for one deployment scenario. 
Most values are negative, which means most PV inverters are 
consuming reactive power instead of generating the reactive 
power into the feeder. This is because that the consumption of 
reactive power can help reduce voltage magnitude and avoid 
the overvoltage problem caused by the high PV power. 

 
Fig. 10. PV hosting capacity results of fifteen test feeders after applying the 
Volt/VAR control for all PV inverters. 

 
Fig. 11. PV hosting capacity results of fifteen test feeders after applying the 
Volt/VAR control for all PV inverters. 

However, the voltage adjustments along the feeder due to 
the application of volt/var control can cause more voltage 
deviations (measured from the base case), which will make the 
voltage deviation-based hosting capacity lower. In order to 
compromise between the overvoltage and voltage deviation, 
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some techniques can be utilized, such as increasing controller 
deadband and volt/var optimization. 

IV. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES TO INCREASE PV HOSTING 
CAPACITY 

The above investigations have shown that PV hosting 
capacity can be increased by restricting PV locations closer to 
the substation, adjusting the power factor of PV inverter, and 
applying volt/var control. Correspondingly, three advanced 
technologies are proposed to help increase hosting capacity. 

A. Feeder Reconfiguration 
Since PV locations affect the hosting capacity significantly 

and the higher hosting capacity is more likely to be obtained if 
the primary impedances of PV buses are lower, utilities are 
encouraged to restrict PV locations by approving the PV 
interconnection requests within the location limits. In addition, 
some technical approaches can be used to alter the distances 
and primary impedances of PV buses by taking use of the 
existing distribution assets. 

Feeder reconfiguration is generally used to reduce energy 
losses and improve voltages [5]. But some recent studies [6] 
have shown its capability of improving the distributed 
generation (DG) hosting capacity. With the objective of 
maximizing DG power in the feeder, the optimal topology is 
determined by solving the optimization problem. And, because 
system topology is changed after reconfiguring the network, 
both distances and impedances of all PV locations will 
become different. Thus, the objective of the reconfiguration 
problem can be formulated as restricting the primary 
impedances of PV locations within the limits. 

B. PV Power Factor Setting 
The power factors of PV inverters affect the PV hosting 

capacity greatly, so utilities can enforce the power factor 
setting policy on PV customers. And, in theory, the optimal 
PV power factor can be obtained by solving the optimization 
problem with the objective of maximizing the PV power in the 
feeder. The optimization problem can be defined in two ways: 
all PV inverters have a unified power factor, and each PV 
inverter has its unique power factor for optimal operation. 

C. Volt/var Optimization 
Volt/var control plays an important role on improving the 

voltage profile, so utilities can encourage PV customers to 
install PV inverters with volt/var functional capability. 
Different volt/var functions will provide different var support. 
In order to get the most voltage improvement through var 
support, an optimal volt/var functional curve could be 
determined, and this will lead to the optimal decision for both 
Vi and Qi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 

D. Generic Optimization Problem Formulation 
All three above approaches can be realized by solving the 

optimization problem, defined as 

𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,𝑎𝑎(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉)
𝐾𝐾

𝑎𝑎=1

  

𝑠𝑠. 𝑖𝑖.  �𝑟𝑟
(𝑖𝑖, 𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝) = 0
ℎ(𝑖𝑖, 𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝) ≤ 0 (3) 

where, PPV,i is the active power output from PV system-i, and 
u denotes the decision variables in the optimization problem. 
There are three types of decision variables including (1) SW: 
the states (0 for opened, 1 for closed) of all available feeder 
switches; (2) pf: the power factors of all PV systems. (3) VVO 
denotes the setting points for the Volt/VAR curve. 

The constraints g and h include power flow, voltage limits, 
thermal limits, topology limits, PV limits and other user-
defined limits. In sum, the formulated optimization problem is 
a constrained, mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem. 
Both commercial solvers and self-written algorithms can be 
used to solve this optimization problem. 

V. SIMULATION TOOL 
All above studies were conducted by using the simulation 

tool developed by the authors. Fig. 12 gives a screenshot of 
the tool. More information is available by contacting the 
authors. 

 
Fig. 12. PV hosting capacity analysis tool developed by the authors. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper studies the distributed PV hosting capacity in 

distribution feeders and investigates several factors affecting 
the hosting capacity. Based on the simulation results, this 
paper also proposes relative approaches to increase PV hosting 
capacity. At present, only the generic optimization problem is 
proposed, and the detailed studies about the optimization 
problem formulation and methodology are undergoing and 
will be included in future. 
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